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STRUCTURE 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How many Advisory groups? Are they age based? Can you be with your friends? 

Advisory groups are capped at 18 students and 1 advisory teacher per advisory. In 2020 Bundoora Secondary 

College will support one advisory group per year level at years 8, 9 and 10. Advisory groups are formed based 

on application and participation in the Taster program. The number of Big Picture advisory groups will grow 

with demand each year. Students are grouped according to age/year level as they will work together for the 

duration of their experience in the Big Picture program. Students choose the best program for their 

education and not for their friendships. The Big Picture program supports and encourages students to 

develop and maintain friendships within their advisory group, other advisories (the BPE Academy) and with 

students amongst the rest of the Bundoora Secondary College community. Students will participate in a 

variety of individual and group activities within their advisory group and throughout their Learning through 

Internship (LTI) experiences. 

Can students participate in PACE21 Electives? Will Big Picture replace all subject 
electives? How is Big Picture different from the PACE21 Model? 

In the PACE program, English and Maths is core and students choose other subjects and have some choices 

within the classroom environment. Students also choose from other programs such as STRETCH, production 

and other extra-curricular activities. There is a fixed timetable and students have several teachers across a 

variety of subject areas. 

Students in the Big Picture Program primarily participate in Big Picture advisory classes of up to eighteen 

students and one advisory teacher. They stay in these advisory groups over a four year period. In advisory 

groups, students work on individual projects, advisory projects, reading, group activities and planning for LTI 

experiences. Students are able to choose a PACE elective from a designated PACE block working within the 

PACE21 Programming during this time 

Does Big Picture run the whole 5 days? What does a normal day consist of? 

This program is designed for ‘one student at a time in a community of learners,’ meaning each student’s 

learning journey and experiences will be unique. 

As such, there is no standard day of learning in Big Picture. Some parts of the advisory group culture are 

structured including daily ‘check in’ and ‘check out’, reading time, independent project work, and group 

work. However, these are not governed by bell times and minutes per day. Students will still enjoy recess and 

lunchtimes with the rest of the Bundoora Secondary College community. Some parts of the day will be 

impacted by class times, such as during PACE21 electives or STRETCH time.  



   
 

   
 

All students are full time students. Year 8 students will be working at school five days per week with allocated 

days for Leaving to Learn excursions and activities. Years 9 and 10 students will spend the first Semester 

learning about LTI, internships, school-based apprenticeships and traineeships and how to find them. 

Students will develop skills for forming partnerships with community mentors and negotiating time with 

them. They may experience shadow days with employers or experts in their field of interest before partaking 

in internships. Every student will have a different experience of this process depending on their area of 

interest, skill development, communication and readiness.  

What about Senior Years? 

At the end of year 10, students complete their Gateway folio and exhibition. Part of the Gateway process is 

to reflect on progress so far, think about goals for the future, and how they might achieve them. At this stage 

students, parents, teachers and mentors discuss all the student options after which the student will plan their 

education for their final two years of secondary education and beyond. Students can choose to stay in Big 

Picture and study towards a Graduation Portfolio and entry to University, TAFE or work at the end of their 

graduation year. Students can at this stage also opt out of Big Picture and join the VCE or VCAL Programs if 

that is their decision. Students may also elect to do the VCAL certificate as part of their Big Picture studies or 

they may want to do a VCE subject or two as part of it. 

Whatever the student’s choice of pathway, the experience of the Big Picture model will be a great advantage 

as it develops independent learning skills, communication skills and has a strong focus on the 21st Century 

skills, which the BSCi Great Student framework is based upon. 

How are Advisory teachers chosen? 

The Big Picture Education framework provides comprehensive teacher training in the philosophy, ethos and 

delivery of the model. This is supplied as part of the Big Picture accreditation purchased by Bundoora 

Secondary College. Those staff who are currently nominated to teach within the model have already 

undertaken training and will be involved in ongoing training and refresher courses throughout their teaching 

time in Big Picture. Teachers choose to be part of this training because they believe in the learning model and 

are passionate about modernising education. As demand grows, additional BSC teachers will be invited to 

apply to become advisory teachers and undertake the training. 

What if Advisory teachers move away or new students join? 

If Advisory teachers leave the program or the school the advisory Group will be supplied with a new, trained 

Big Picture advisor. The new advisory teacher will prioritise forming and maintaining relationships and 

advisory group culture. If any new students join the advisory group, they will be welcomed into the group and 

taught how to manage their learning within the advisory group culture, as any other student has been. In 

order to maintain the strong relational aspect of advisory culture, there will only be two intakes into Big 

Picture per year: at the commencement of the school year and in the middle of the year. Advisory groups are 

capped at 18, so there may be a waiting list. 



   
 

   
 

What if you are not compatible with your advisory teacher? 

It will be up to the advisory teacher to manage relationships with his or her students. If there is a breakdown 

in the relationship, advisory teachers will work hard to repair and maintain connections with the student and 

their family. Bundoora Secondary College will also support students and advisory teachers to mediate and 

work together. If this is simply not compatible, Bundoora Secondary College will meet with families to 

develop appropriate learning plans for the student to ensure their learning needs are met.  

ASSESSMENT 
________________________________________________________________________________________

When finished school will the Graduation Portfolio assessment allow students to 

choose many career paths? 

The Big Picture Education model is suited to all pathway choices. Every student will have a different 

experience of this process depending on area of interest, skill development, communication and readiness. 

This program is designed to teach ‘one student at a time in a community of learners’ meaning each student’s 

learning journey and experiences will be unique. 

Therefore, every Graduation Portfolio will provide opportunities for the students’ unique pathway needs and 

will be tailored towards entry to University, TAFE or work. Students will be coached as to what to include for 

their pathway choice or be guided as to what standards their Graduation Portfolio will meet. Not all students 

will follow an academic pathway, although this is strongly encouraged. Pathways for hands-on careers, 

government service, and other industry models will also be supported and encouraged.  

What is the overall qualification students gain when graduating from BPE? If students aspire to university, 

what universities offer places to BPE graduates? 

At present there are 14 Universities, Australia wide, who have signed a Memorandum of Understanding 

(MOU) with the Big Picture Education Australia foundation (BPEA) to accept current high-standard 

Graduation Portfolios for direct entry applications. BPEA are currently working on establishing MOU’s with 

other universities as need arises from student demand. 

BPEA are currently pursuing accreditation for a Big Picture graduation certificate that will be university- 

recognised. Until then, students will complete secondary school with a school endorsement of completion 

and are eligible to negotiate directly with other universities for portfolio or interview access to university 

courses. This is not done in isolation by students but is with significant support from Bundoora Secondary 

College and the Big Picture Australia Foundation. 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 



   
 

   
 

How can a project last from year 1 to year 4 of Big Picture? Can you have more than 

one passion? What if my passion changes during my time in the program? 

Long term studies are fine. Just like academics, scientists, historians, writers and other specialists, there could 

be a lifetime pursuit of a passion or idea. This would mean mapping out aspects of a big idea with numerous 

projects and lines of questioning.  

There is, however, no compulsion to stick with the same idea over the time. 

Independent projects can be short or long term. They can be large ideas that encompass several smaller 

projects. Students can study multiple projects or passions at once or in a variety of contexts. If a student 

begins a project and finds something they are even more passionate about they can switch project ideas. Old 

and new projects will form part of the exhibition of portfolio – all learning is valued and not just the final 

product. Students should include their ideas in their learning plan, scheduled at the beginning of each term.  

Some projects are also planned throughout the learning time such as reading novels, developing learning 

plans, exhibitions, the autobiography project and more. 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

What else will I learn during my course time, outside school? 

Students are encouraged to view the whole world as a place to learn and be curious. Everything they do, see, 

hear, experience could be used towards their assessment. Families are encouraged to participate in joining 

students at events outside school, on weekends.  

Additionally, students can choose to go on unsupervised excursions, attend courses, attend micro-credential 

courses, visit mentors, scout for experiences, organize advisory group excursions – all of which can contribute 

to learning. Additionally, advisory groups collaborate on advisory projects, which they also exhibit and share 

with other advisory groups. These will be authentic investigations into real-world issues and the 

specifications and reach of these will be negotiated with the advisory group. 

Students discover that they can be creative, curious life-long learners! 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

Who finds internships and community mentors? What if you can’t find one? 

In general, students find their community mentors and internships. However, they are not alone. Students 

are helped to learn and develop skills for researching businesses, community groups and experts and Big 

Picture staff work hard to provide ideas, leads and networks. They learn how to approach people and what 

kinds of conversations to have. Students are encouraged to start small and practice their skills.  

Students can draw on family, friends and staff at Bundoora Secondary College who have connections to 

work-places and industry people. 



   
 

   
 

They will also have ‘shadow’ days, following an employer or mentor before any internships are formalised. 

Students can also arrange short-term mentorships or trials. 

If students can’t find a mentor and internship they will be supported to keep working to find one. Just like 

looking for work, this process can take time. Sometimes mentors and students are not the right fit for each 

other. This is okay and part of the learning experience. 

  



   
 

   
 

OTHER 
_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Can students opt in and out of the program? If I leave the Big Picture Education 
program how does this affect the rest of my education? 

Students are not under a compulsion to continue with Big Picture Education if they decide it is not for them. 

However, they are not able to drop ‘in and out’ whenever they choose. Once in the program they will need to 

make their commitment for the duration of the year or semester. 

If students decide they would like to re-join PACE21, VCE or VCAL programming they will be supported to do 

so at an appropriate time for subject selections and pathways counselling.  

Students in PACE21 who decide they would like to join the Big Picture Education Program will be supported 

to do so through the application, interview and induction process, at appropriate intake times. These will be 

confirmed in 2020. 

Either way, the experience of the Big Picture model will be a great advantage as it develops independent 

learning skills, communication skills and has a strong focus on the 21st Century skills, which the BSCi Great 

Student framework is based upon. 

How do businesses take on students as interns but not engage in the old ‘work 
experience’ model? 

Bundoora Secondary College and our careers coordinator have many connections through the LLEN (Local 

Learning Employment Network), Headstart and the Big Picture Education organisation to support businesses 

in developing internship programs. Businesses are encouraged to begin with ‘shadow’ days and trial days for 

both students and employers to navigate through the placement requirements. They are provided with 

documents outlining their role and are also supported to provide students with opportunities to stretch and 

develop their skills in the industries they work in. Mentors are also provided with appropriate documents to 

host students in their workplaces. The Learning through Internship program is devised to be beneficial to 

both student and mentor, as the student works with the mentor on a problem or project specifically to do 

with their business. Examples of this may be some kind of promotion, the organizing of a special event, 

research and documentation, etc. Because the internship is beneficial to the mentor as well, it is seen as a 

partnership in learning together.  

 


